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Physical Contemplation - Eco Centricity 

- Establish your base line sitting and walking. 

1. Small egg - add inner habitat resting upon diaphragm. The Chawan boxes, 
passing peace down from generation to generation rather than war. Passing 
down warmth and wonder rather than wounds and weariness.  

2. Medium egg - make omnidirectional egg - add ocean from top, add buoyed 
plumb line and wick. 

3. Large egg - the triggering of the spinal ripple - elongation of plumb line. 
Unraveling. Omnidirectional filaments. 

4. Moss garden grows randomly onto the inner walls of the egg. Becomes a 
moss forest. The egg gently disappears.  

5. Gradual, a simultaneous lengthening and growing of filaments toward the 
moss forest as the moss forest in every direction softly grows towards the 
filaments. 

6. The slow, loose, graceful interweaving over centuries until the inner and 
outer habitat becomes one habitat.  

7. Raising your eyelids. How are you? Lower your eyelids. 

8. Forest Breathing. 

9. Go for a walk. 



Water Touching Water 

When I am in a eco centric zone, people and groups rarely resist me as a 
person or my touch. People feel safe and comfortable.  

My hands become like water touching water, how a student once described my 
hands on a particularly eco centric day. Marj’s hands often felt like a breeze 
blowing through me, taking me along with it. It’s a lifetime practice.  

Spiraling 

Thigh Wave and Soaked Towel Motions 

1. Behold - appreciate what is beautiful, what they do well. 
2. Follow through touch. 

3. Lead/Play through touch. 

4. Have your master teacher lead/play with you. 

Physical Contemplation - Self Hospice - Easter and the Resurrection 

- Establish your base line sitting and walking. 

1. Pieta Mudra - we are holding their hand. Their body has become frail, thin, 
withered, skin and bones. 

2. One side dies with our holding their hand.  

3. We sit with them for 3 days reading to them their favorite poems, telling them 
their favorite stories. Listening with them to their favorite music.  

4. We detect a heartbeat, feel a movement of the lungs.  

5. We gaze into their spine, into their face, into their mind. Into their entire arm 
structure, their chest, belly, pelvis, thigh, whole leg/ankles/foot.  



6. They begin filling out. Their organs return, their muscles, their fat. If you body 
begins to move a bit on this side, allow it to do so.  

7. Walk around. 

8. Repeat.  


